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Abstract

Since manual black-box testing of GUI-based APplications (GAPs) is tedious and laborious, test engineers create test scripts to automate the testing process. These test scripts interact with GAPs by performing actions on their GUI objects. As GAPs evolve, testers should fix their corresponding test scripts so that they can reuse them to test successive releases of GAPs.

Currently, there are two main modes of maintaining test scripts: tool-based and manual. In practice, there is no consensus what approach testers should use to maintain test scripts. Test managers make their decisions ad hoc, based on their personal experience and perceived benefits of the tool-based approach versus the manual.

In this paper we describe a case study with forty five professional programmers and test engineers to experimentally assess the tool-based approach for maintaining GUI-directed test scripts versus the manual approach. Based on the results of our case study and considering the high cost of the programmers’ time and the lower cost of the time of test engineers, and considering that programmers often modify GAP objects in the process of developing software we recommend organizations to supply programmers with testing tools that enable them to fix test scripts faster so that these scripts can unit test software. The other side of our recommendation is that experienced test engineers are likely to be as productive with the manual approach as with the tool-based approach, and we consequently recommend that organizations do not need to provide each tester with an expensive tool license to fix test scripts.

1 Introduction

Manual black-box testing of Graphical User Interface (GUI)-based APplications (GAPs) is tedious and laborious, since nontrivial GAPs contain hundreds of GUI screens and thousands of GUI objects. Test automation plays a key role in reducing high cost of testing GAPs [9][11][5]. In order to automate this process, test engineers write programs using scripting languages (e.g., JavaScript and VBScript), and these programs (test scripts) mimic users by performing actions on GUI objects of these GAPs using some underlying testing frameworks. An extra effort put in writing test scripts is paid off when these scripts are run repeatedly to determine if GAPs behave as desired.

1.1 Evolving GAPs And Test Scripts

Unfortunately, releasing new versions of GAPs with modified GUIs breaks their corresponding test scripts thereby obliterating the benefits of test automation [15][4]. Consider a situation when a list box is replaced with a text box in the successive release of some GAP. Test script statements that select different values in this list box will result in exception when executed on the text box. This simple modification may invalidate many statements in test scripts that reference this GUI object. Maintaining test scripts involves changing its code to keep up with changes to their corresponding GAPs.

This and many other similar modifications are typical between successive releases of different GAPs, including such well-known GAPs as Adobe Acrobat Reader and Microsoft Word. As many as 74% of the test cases become unusable during GUI regression testing [21], and internal evaluations of automated testing in Accenture show that even simple modifications to GUIs result in 30% to 70% changes to test scripts. To reuse these scripts, test engineers should fix them. For example, at Accenture over six thousand of test personnel fix test scripts both manually and using different testing tools. The annual cost of manual maintenance and evolution of test scripts is estimated to be between $50 to $120 millions just in Accenture alone.
1.2 Modes of Maintenance

Currently, there are two main modes of maintaining test scripts: tool-based and manual. Existing testing tools detect exceptions in test scripts at runtime, i.e., test engineers must run these scripts (often for many hours because scripts often contain loops) in order to execute statements that reference modified GUI objects. Exceptions interrupt continuous testing and require human intervention to fix them.

Unlike compilers that check unit tests against the program code, test scripts are based on different type systems than GAPs that they test. As it turns out, multiple disparate type systems make GUI testing very difficult. Existing regression testing approaches work in settings where test harnesses are written in the same language and use the same type system as the programs that these harnesses test (e.g., JUnit test harnesses are applied to Java programs). In contrast, when testing GAPs two type systems are involved: the type system of the language in which the source code of the GAP is written and the type system of the language in which test scripts are written. When the type of the GUI object is modified, the type system of the test script “does not know” that this modification occurred, thereby aggravating the process of maintaining and evolving test scripts.

As a result, tool-based approaches allow testers to find broken statements in test scripts by executing these statements line-by-line against GAPs. This is called the maintenance mode. The presence of loops in test scripts makes these statements even harder to check. Test engineers comment out loops, but their modifications may change testing logic and mask broken statements. Finally, commercial testing tools are expensive (a license for Quick Test Pro (QTP), a flagship industry tool from Hewlett-Packard Corp. costs more than $10,000). Our investigation revealed that this maintenance mode is inherently for most existing open-source and commercial automated testing tools. In this paper, we concentrate on QTP.

On the other hand, manual maintenance of test scripts is popular among test professionals. During manual maintenance testers determine differences between successive release of GAPs and they locate and fix statements in test scripts that are affected by these changes. Since the sizes of test scripts are much smaller than GAPs that these scripts act upon (e.g., many scripts are smaller that 1KLOC), it is easier for testers to understand and fix them. In addition, testers are perceived to have a more thorough job of understanding and fixing scripts if they do not rely heavily on tool support. However, some test engineers lack time and necessary skills to understand and fix old scripts, especially if these scripts were created by other engineers.

1.3 Cost-Benefit Analysis

Cost-benefit analysis of tool-based approach versus the manual one is complicated. Licenses for tools are expensive. At the same time the time of testers is also expensive. If using testing tools does not result in significant time savings, the cost of tool licenses will increase the cost of testing. It is imperative to understand when using test tools is effective, so that managers can plan test automation for software projects.

Besides test engineers, GUI developers test their code by creating and eventually maintaining test scripts. Since these developers spend major part of their time writing source code of GAPs rather than testing them, managers often think that the purchasing licenses of expensive testing tools for developers will not result in significantly increased savings of their time. On the other hands, developer’s time is more expensive, and it is desirable that they spend their time writing code than fixing test scripts. Testing tools may make developer’s work more productive. Thus, it is important for cost-benefit analysis to understand what approach is more effective for programmers as well as testers.

Leasing cars versus buying them can serve as a useful analogy to understand the process for leasing testing tools versus buying them. Leasing tools for a short period of time results in a higher cost per hour of usage of these tools, however, the overall cost of ownership is low. If GAPs did not evolve, their test scripts would likely to stay unchanged once created, and leasing testing tools for a short period of time to create these scripts would be economic. However, since test scripts should be maintained on a regular basis, tool licences should be purchased to reduce the overall cost of ownership. Purchasing more licenses than it is economically required is detrimental for the cost of software projects.

To run test scripts, only one tool license is required; however, if testers maintain test scripts on a regular basis, many tool licenses are needed, one per tester. When testers maintain scripts manually, tool license can be leased for a short period of time to run scripts, and the cost of the ownership of the tool is minimal. On the other hand, it requires significant investment for each tester to maintain scripts with the help of testing tool, since it would mean a purchasing many licenses of testing tools. A trade-off between the cost of the tool licenses and the increase in testing productivity justifies using manual versus tool-based approaches.

In practice, there is no consensus which approach testers and GUI developers should use to maintain test scripts. Test managers make their decisions ad hoc, based on their personal experience and perceived benefits of the tool-based approach versus the manual. We do not know of any comprehensive study that investigated these approaches and offered statistically significant results. Currently, testers use...
tool-based approaches on an ad-hoc basis, while programmers rarely use GUI-directed test tools for unit testing [1]. A survey in 250 organizations found that only 35% of testers used automated testing tools one year after the tool installation [19].

1.4 Our Contributions

This paper makes the following contributions to the field of GUI testing:

- a large scale case study with forty five professional programmers and test engineers to empirically assess the cost-benefit ratio for maintaining GUI-directed test scripts using a tool-based versus a manual approach,
- statistical evidence that demonstrates users find more broken test script statements due to changes in GUI objects between successive releases of GAPs and report fewer false positives in test scripts with QTP than with a manual approach,
- statistical evidence that suggests significantly higher productivity with programmers but similar results with experienced test engineers when using the testing tool compared to those who maintained test scripts using the manual approach,
- recommendation that organizations supply programmers with testing tools that enable them to fix test scripts faster so that these scripts can unit test software but do not need to provide each test engineer with an expensive tool license to fix test scripts.

2 Case Study Design

We gathered open source GUI applications (two versions each) as benchmarks with test scripts for the old version of each GAP. Participants of the case study are asked to identify failures when the scripts are run against the new version of the corresponding GAP. We define test script statements that access and manipulate GUI objects as failures if these statements are broken because of modifications made to the referenced GUI objects in the successive releases of QTP. Our goal is to evaluate how well these participants can find failures in test scripts (when running against the new version of the GAP) using two different approaches: manual and QTP as a guiding tool. Specifically, we want to determine using which approach users can report more correctly identified failures (CIF) in test scripts that result from changed GUI objects between successive releases of the subject GAPs, and with which approach users report fewer false positives (FPs), i.e., correct statements in test scripts that participants report as failures by mistake. We also report how many failures participant miss, i.e., missed failures (MFs). We are especially interested how two different groups of users (testers who have testing experience and non-testers as programmers who do not have any testing experience) perform using the tool-based and the manual approaches.

2.1 Hypotheses

We introduce the following null and alternative hypotheses to evaluate how close the means are for the CIFs, FPs, and MFs for control and treatment groups. Unless we specify otherwise, participants of the treatment group use QTP, and participants of the control group use the manual approach. We seek to evaluate the following hypotheses at a 0.05 level of significance.

\( H_0 \) The primary null hypothesis is that there is no difference in the numbers of CIFs, FPs, and MFs between participants who attempt to locate failures in test scripts manually or using QTP.

\( H_1 \) An alternative hypothesis to \( H_0 \) is that there is statistically significant difference in the numbers of CIFs, FPs, and MFs between participants who attempt to locate failures in test scripts manually or using QTP.

Once we test the null hypothesis \( H_0 \), we are interested in the directionality of means, \( \mu \), of the results of control and treatment groups. We are interested to compare the effectiveness of the tool QTP versus the baseline manual approach with respect to CIFs, MFs, and FPs.

**H1 (CIFs for all participants)** The effective null hypothesis is that \( \mu_{\text{QTP}}^{\text{CIF}} \leq \mu_{\text{Manual}}^{\text{CIF}} \), while the true null hypothesis is that \( \mu_{\text{QTP}}^{\text{CIF}} \geq \mu_{\text{Manual}}^{\text{CIF}} \).

**H2 (FPs for all participants)** The effective null hypothesis is that \( \mu_{\text{QTP}}^{\text{FP}} = \mu_{\text{Manual}}^{\text{FP}} \), while the true null hypothesis is that \( \mu_{\text{QTP}}^{\text{FP}} \leq \mu_{\text{Manual}}^{\text{FP}} \).

**H3 (MFs for all participants)** The effective null hypothesis is that \( \mu_{\text{QTP}}^{\text{MF}} = \mu_{\text{Manual}}^{\text{MF}} \), while the true null hypothesis is that \( \mu_{\text{QTP}}^{\text{MF}} \leq \mu_{\text{Manual}}^{\text{MF}} \).

**H4 (CIFs for testers)** The effective null hypothesis is that \( \mu_{\text{QTP}}^{\text{CIF}} = \mu_{\text{Manual}}^{\text{CIF}} \), while the true null hypothesis is that \( \mu_{\text{QTP}}^{\text{CIF}} \leq \mu_{\text{Manual}}^{\text{CIF}} \).

**H5 (FPs for testers)** The effective null hypothesis is that \( \mu_{\text{QTP}}^{\text{FP}} = \mu_{\text{Manual}}^{\text{FP}} \), while the true null hypothesis is that \( \mu_{\text{QTP}}^{\text{FP}} \leq \mu_{\text{Manual}}^{\text{FP}} \).

**H6 (MFs for testers)** The effective null hypothesis is that \( \mu_{\text{QTP}}^{\text{MF}} = \mu_{\text{Manual}}^{\text{MF}} \), while the true null hypothesis is that \( \mu_{\text{QTP}}^{\text{MF}} \leq \mu_{\text{Manual}}^{\text{MF}} \).
H7 (CIFs for non-testers) The effective null hypothesis is that \( \mu_{\text{CIF}}^{\text{QTP}} = \mu_{\text{Manual}} \), while the true null hypothesis is that \( \mu_{\text{CIF}}^{\text{QTP}} \geq \mu_{\text{Manual}} \).

H8 (FPs for non-testers) The effective null hypothesis is that \( \mu_{\text{FP}}^{\text{QTP}} = \mu_{\text{Manual}} \), while the true null hypothesis is that \( \mu_{\text{FP}}^{\text{QTP}} \leq \mu_{\text{Manual}} \).

H9 (MFs for non-testers) The effective null hypothesis is that \( \mu_{\text{MF}}^{\text{QTP}} = \mu_{\text{Manual}} \), while the true null hypothesis is that \( \mu_{\text{MF}}^{\text{QTP}} \leq \mu_{\text{Manual}} \).

In addition, we want to know if the performance of the participants who have testing experience differs from those who do not have any testing experience. The categorical variables are testing experience and reported CIFs, FPs, and MFs. Hypothesis H10 considers correlation between the hypotheses H4 and H7, hypothesis H11 considers correlation between the hypotheses H5 and H8, and the hypothesis H12 considers correlation between the hypotheses H6 and H9.

H10 (Independence of testing experience from CIFs) the testing categorical variable is independent from the variable CIF; the alternative is that they are associated.

H11 (Independence of testing experience from FPs) the testing categorical variable is independent from the variable FP; the alternative is that they are associated.

H12 (Independence of testing experience from MFs) the testing categorical variable is independent from the variable MFs; the alternative is that they are associated.

2.2 Subject GAPs and Test Scripts

We selected four open source subject GAPs based on the following criteria: easy-to-understand domain, limited size of GUI (less than 200 GUI objects), and two successive releases of GAPs with modified GUI objects. Twister (versions 2.0 and 3.0.5) is a real-time stock quote downloading programming environment that allows users to write programs that download stock quotes. mRemote (versions 1.0 and 1.35) enables users to manage remote connections in a single place by supporting various protocols (e.g., SSH, Telnet, and HTTP/S). University Directory (versions 1.0 and 1.1) allows users to obtain data on different universities. Finally, Budget Tracker (versions 1.06 and 2.1) is a program for tracking budget categories, budget planning for each month and keeping track of expenses.

Most of these applications are nontrivial, they are highly ranked in Sourceforge with the activity over 95%.

Next step was to obtain test scripts for subject GAPs. We obtained existing test scripts from sample script libraries that come with QTP. These scripts contained both GUI and non-GUI related code (e.g., setting values of environment variables and reading and manipulating directories contents). To make these scripts thorough, we generated statements that referenced GUI objects in the subject GAPs using QTP. Then we interspersed and replicated the generated statements throughout the test scripts. Information on subject GAPs and test scripts can be found in Table 1.

2.3 Context

We developed a novel approach for maintaining and evolving test scripts so that they can test new versions of their respective GAPs. We built a tool to implement our approach, and we conducted a case study with forty five professional programmers and test engineers to evaluate this tool [13]. During the course of this study we evaluated our tool with respect to QTP and the manual approach. In this paper, we report only results of evaluation of the manual versus QTP without mentioning the results of the evaluation of our tool.

2.4 Methodology

We used a cross validation study design in a cohort of 45 participants who were randomly divided into two blocks labeled using different color labels. The study was sectioned in two experiments in which each block was given a different approach (manual and QTP) to apply to the subject

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Program</th>
<th>Script LOC</th>
<th>Refd GUI objs</th>
<th>Add, GUI objs</th>
<th>Del GUI objs</th>
<th>Total Failures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Twister</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mRemote</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univ Dir</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget Tr</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Subject GAPs and test scripts. Column Size contains five subcolumns reporting the numbers of LOC in test scripts, the number of GUI objects that are referenced in the script, and the numbers of added GUI objects to the successive version of the GAP and the number of the deleted GUI objects from the previous version of the GAP. The column Total Failures shows the number of failures in test scripts.
GAPs. Thus each participant used each approach on different GAPs in the process of the case study. We randomly distributed participants so that each block has approximately the same number of participants with and without testing experience. Before the study we gave two one-hour tutorials on using each of these approaches on a GAP (mRemote) that was not used during the experiments thereby eliminating the knowledge of the GAP as a possible confounding factor.

All participants are Accenture employees who work on consulting engagements as programmers and managers for different client companies. These participants have different backgrounds, experience, and belong to different groups of the total Accenture workforce of approximately 180,000 employees. Out of 45 participants (14 of whom are women), 23 had prior testing experience ranging from three weeks to ten years, and 18 participants reported prior experience with writing programs in scripting languages, including test scripts. Seven participants reported prior experience with QTP (which is used in this case study), six participants reported prior experience with other GUI testing tools. Twenty nine participants have bachelor degrees and ten have master degrees in different technical disciplines.

2.5 Tests and The Normality Assumption

We use one-way ANOVA, t-tests for paired two sample for means, and \( \chi^2 \) [28] to evaluate the hypotheses that we stated in Section 2.1. One-way ANOVA tests differences among two or more independent groups, and the two-group case can be covered by t-tests. \( \chi^2 \) test analyzes contingency tables that consist of rows and columns to determine if the observed cell frequencies differ significantly from the expected frequencies. These tests are based on an assumption that the population is normally distributed. The law of large numbers states that if the population sample is sufficiently large (between 30 to 50 participants), then the central limit theorem applies even if the population is not normally distributed [28, page 244-245]. Since we have 45 participants, the central limit theorem applies, and the above-mentioned tests have statistical significance.

2.6 Normalizing Sources of Variations

We design this experiment to drastically reduce the effects of covariates (i.e., nuisance factors) in order to normalize sources of variations. Using the cross-validation design we normalize variations to a certain degree since each participant uses all three approaches on different subject GAPs. We selected participants who had no prior knowledge of the subject GAPs. At the same time, subject GAPs belong to domains that are easy to understand, and these GAPs have similar complexity, so variations between them are negligible. However, different computing environments and prior experience of users with testing scripts and subject GAPs are major covariates.

We eliminated the effect of the computing environments by providing all participants with Dell Latitude D630 laptops with Intel Core 2 Duo Processor 2.4GHz with 4MB L2 Cache, 1Gb RAM, and 14.1” WXGA+ displays. Technical support at Accenture burnt the same standard Windows XP-based image on these laptops. We installed GAPs, scripts, and tools in a virtual machine that runs on top of the Microsoft Virtual PC thereby allowing participants to obtain a common environment of the entire experimental setup.

2.7 Threats to Validity

A threat to validity of this case study is that our subject GAPs have GUI screens that are of small to moderate size (a couple of hundreds of GUI objects). Increasing the size of GUIs of GAPs to thousands of GUI objects may lead to a nonlinear increase in the analysis time and space demand for both tool-based and manual approaches.

Since seven participants reported prior experience with QTP, this case study can be viewed as biased towards QTP versus the manual approach and Manual. To reduce this bias, we provided a comprehensive tutorial on QTP for all participants of the study, and given the large number of participants we expect this bias to be negligible. However, the results of this study show that participants who had prior experience with QTP performed better with the manual approach. In addition, prior testing experience of the participants remains a source of variation.

In this study we distinguish between participants as testers and non-testers (programmers) based on the data that these participants reported in their resumes and our questionnaires. This division does not account for large variations in different skills that may affect the results of this case study. Specifically, it is desired to conduct an independent evaluation of the skills of the participants using programming tasks, which was not done due to time constraints.

3 Results

3.1 Benchmark Evaluation

We measured characteristics of GAPs and test scripts by running these scripts using Windows XP Pro that ran on a computer with Intel Pentium IV 3.2GHz CPU and 2GB of RAM. Experimental results of applying QTP and scripts to the subject programs and scripts are shown in Table 1.
Figure 1. Statistical summary of the results of the case study for CIFs and FPs. The central box represents the values from the lower to upper quartile (25 to 75 percentile). The middle line represents the median. The thicker vertical line extends from the minimum to the maximum value, excluding outside and far out values, which are displayed as separate circles and small squares. The filled-out box represents the values from the minimum to the mean, and the thinner vertical line extends from the quarter below the mean to the quarter above the mean. An outside value is defined as a value that is smaller than the lower quartile minus 1.5 times the interquartile range, or larger than the upper quartile plus 1.5 times the interquartile range (inner fences). A far out value is defined as a value that is smaller than the lower quartile minus three times the interquartile range, or larger than the upper quartile plus three times the interquartile range (outer fences). Each bar is marked with the description of the experiment, where M stands for manual, T stands for tool-based approach, TE stands for the group with testing experience, and NTE stands for the group with no testing experience.

Figure 2. Precision and recall graphs.
3.2 Case Study Results

In this section, we report the results of the case study and evaluate null hypotheses. We use one-way ANOVA, t-tests for paired two samples for means, and $\chi^2$ to evaluate the hypotheses that we stated in Section 2.1.

3.2.1 Variables

A main independent variable is the approach (manual, QTP) that participants use to find failures in test scripts. The other independent variable is participants’ testing experience. Dependent variables are the numbers of correctly identified failures (CIFs), false positives (FPs), and missed failures (MFs). We report these variables in this section. The effect of other variables (GAPs, test scripts, prior knowledge) is minimized by the design of this case study.

3.2.2 Testing the Null Hypothesis

We used ANOVA to evaluate the null hypothesis $H_0$ that the variation in an experiment is no greater than that due to normal variation of individuals’ characteristics and error in their measurement. The results of ANOVA with respect to CIFs confirm that there are large differences between the groups for CIF with $F = 4.12 > F_{crit} = 3.97$ with $p < 0.05$ which is statistically significant. The mean CIF for the manual approach is 0.84 with the variance 2.6, which is smaller than the mean CIF for QTP, 1.84 with the variance 6.6.

Similarly, the results of ANOVA with respect to FPs confirm that there are large differences between the groups for CIF with $F = 12.1 > F_{crit} = 3.97$ with $p < 0.0009$ which is strongly statistically significant. The mean FP for the manual approach is 6.1 with the variance 19.4, which is bigger than the mean FP for QTP, 3.1 with the variance 8.7.

Finally, the results of ANOVA with respect to MFs confirm that there are large differences between the groups for MF with $F = 4.43 > F_{crit} = 3.97$ with $p < 0.04$ which is strongly statistically significant. The mean MF for the manual approach is 13.5 with the variance 3.6, which is bigger than the mean MF for QTP, 12.4 with the variance 7.1. Based on these results we reject the null hypothesis and we accept the alternative hypothesis $H_1$.

A statistical summary of the results of the case study for CIFs and FPs (median, quartiles, range and extreme values) are shown as box-and-whisker plots in Figure 1(a), Figure 1(b), and Figure 1(c) correspondingly with 95% confidence interval for the mean.

3.2.3 Comparing QTP with Manual

To test the null hypotheses $H_1$ to $H_9$, we applied two t-tests for paired two sample for means, for CIFs, FPs, and MFs for participants who used QTP and the manual approach.

Based on results of the experiments we reject the null hypotheses $H_2$, $H_7$, $H_8$, and $H_9$, and we accept the alternative hypotheses for $H_7$, $H_8$, and $H_9$ that say that participants without testing experience (programmers) who use QTP report fewer false positives, correctly identify more failures, and miss fewer failures in test scripts than those who use the manual approach.

Alternatively, we accept null hypotheses $H_1$, $H_3$, $H_4$, $H_5$, and $H_6$ and reject the corresponding alternative hypotheses for $H_4$, $H_5$, and $H_6$ that say that participants with testing experience (testers) who use QTP report approximately the same numbers of false positives and correctly identify the same number of failures in test scripts than those who use the manual approach.

We explain this result using the key differentiator between testers and programmers - testing experience. Programmers who do not have testing experience and whose goal is to write code rather than test it, rely on testing tools more than testers who understand test scripts and know how to fix them. Testers know the limitations of testing tools, and they can work without them as effectively as when using these tools.

Based on the results of our case study and considering a high cost of the programmers’ time and a lower cost of the time of test engineers [1], and considering that programmers often modify GAP objects in the process of developing software [19] we recommend to supply programmers with testing tools that enable them to fix test scripts faster so that these scripts can unit test software. The other side of our recommendation is that experienced test engineers are likely to be as productive with the manual approach as with the tool-based approach when fixing test scripts, and we consequently recommend that organizations do not need to provide each tester with an expensive tool license to fix test scripts.

3.2.4 Precision and Recall

The qualities of both approaches are measured using two ratios: precision and recall. The precision ratio is computed as $\frac{\text{CIF}}{\text{CIF} + \text{FP}}$, and the recall ratio is computed as $\frac{\text{TF}}{\text{TF}}$, where $\text{TF}$ is the total number of failures in test scripts. The precision ratio shows how mistaken participants are when analyzing failures in test scripts, and the recall is the ratio of correctly recovered failures.

The idea behind computing the precision and recall is to evaluate the difference between CIFs and FPs. If all identified failures are in fact real failures and not FPs, i.e., $\text{FP}=0$, then precision=1. If all identified failures are FP, i.e., $\text{CIF}=0$, then precision=0 and recall=0. The ratio recall is analogous to the recall parameter in information retrieval, which is the ratio of the number of relevant documents retrieved by a search divided by the total number of existing
relevant documents, and the ratio precision is analogous to the definition of precision in information retrieval, which is the number of relevant documents retrieved to the total number of documents retrieved by the search.

The graphs for precision and recall for the manual approach and QTP are shown in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) correspondingly. Histogram of precision and recall values for these approaches are shown Figure 3 and Figure 4 correspondingly. From these graphs one can see that precision and recall is somewhat better with tool-based approach than with the manual approach.

3.2.5 Testing Relationships

We construct a contingency table to establish a relationship between CIFs and FPs for participants with and without testing experience as shown in Table 2. To test the null hypotheses H5 and H6 that the categorical variables CIFs and FPs are independent from the categorical variable testing experience, we apply two \( \chi^2 \)-tests, \( \chi^2_c i f \) and \( \chi^2_f p \) for CIFs and FPs respectively. We obtain \( \chi^2_c i f = 21.3 \) for \( p = 0.0001 \) and \( \chi^2_f p = 11.5 \) for \( p < 0.0031 \). The high values of \( \chi^2 \) allow us to reject H10, H11, and H12 in favor of the alternative hypotheses suggesting that there is statistically strong relationship between testing experiences of participants and the numbers of reported CIFs and FPs. \( \chi^2 \)-tests reveal that QTP made a positive difference for inexperienced participants, while those with testing experience still performed better with the manual approach than with QTP.

4 Related Work

GAPs present special challenges to regression testing because the input-output mapping does not remain constant across successive versions of the software [22][20]. Numerous techniques have been proposed to automate regression testing. These techniques usually rely on information obtained from the modifications made to the source code. Some of the popular regression testing techniques include analyzing the program’s control-flow structure [2], analyzing changes in functions, types, variables, and macro definitions [6][16], using def-use chains [14], constructing procedure dependence graphs [7][27], and analyzing code and class hierarchy for object-oriented programs [18][23]. These techniques are not directly applicable to black-box GUI regression testing, since regression information is derived from changes made to the source code.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing empirical study analyzing the cost-benefit of manual and tool-based approaches on maintaining test scripts of GAPs. Many similar studies investigating the cost-effectiveness of different techniques, (e.g., techniques used in test prioritization [26] [10] and test selection [25][12]) and factors (e.g., test frequency [17], test suite granularity [24], and context and life cycle [8]) applied on regression testing have been conducted. Like most empirical studies, we follow a well-known framework described in [29].

5 Conclusion

In practice, there is no consensus what approach testers should use to maintain test scripts. Test managers make their decisions ad hoc, based on their personal experience and perceived benefits of the tool-based approach versus the manual. We do not know of any comprehensive study that investigated these approaches and offered a statistically significant results.

In this paper we describe a case study with forty five professional programmers and test engineers to experimentally assess the tool-based approach for maintaining GUI-directed test scripts versus the manual approach. Based on the results of our case study and considering the high cost of the programmers’ time and the lower cost of the time of test engineers, and considering that programmers often modify GAP objects in the process of developing software we recommend organizations to supply programmers with testing tools that enable them to fix test scripts faster so that these scripts can unit test software. The other side of our recommendation is that experienced test engineers are likely to be as productive with the manual approach as with the tool-based approach when fixing test scripts, and we consequently recommend that organizations do not need to provide each tester with an expensive tool license to fix test scripts.
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Test | CIFs | FPs | MFs | Ratio CIFs/FPs | Ratio CIFs/MFs
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Yes | 29 | 30 | 59 | 0.28 | 0.12
No | 3 | 40 | 43 | 0.31 | 0.09
Total | 32 | 70 | 102 | 0.29 | 0.11

Table 2. Contingency table shows relationship between CIFs, FPs, and MFs for participants with and without testing experience. The last two columns show the ratios of CIFs to FPs and CIFs to MFs that describe how precise and thorough participants are in findings CIFs.


